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Pronouns

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Human rights belong to ----, whatever our 
differences. We all have the right to live, 
and to live in freedom and safety. You can’t 
discriminate people according to their races.

A)   everybody  B)   somebody

C)   anywhere  D)   nothing

  E)   nobody

2. ---- in my family wanted ---- to change my job as 
it was so tiring, but I listened to none of them 
and have been in the same company for ten 
years.

A)   Anybody / mine

B)   Nobody / me

C)   Somebody / my

D)   Everybody / me

E)   No one / I 

3. Even if you live ---- near the water, there are 
some simple ways in which kids can help 
protect oceans and ocean life. Protection starts 
in your environment. 

A)   anywhere  B)   nowhere

C)   something  D)   somewhere

  E)   nothing 

4. Dictionaries are primarily intended for fi nding 
out the meanings of words, but in practice 
people seldom use ---- for ---- purpose.

A)   it / this  B)   they / these

C)   them / that  D)   theirs / those

  E)   its / this

5. My sister and I look like each other but ---- eyes 
are brown and ---- are green and I think this is 
the most distinguishing difference between us.

A)   hers / my  B)   herself / mine

C)   her / ours  D)   she / my

  E)   her / mine

6. Do you want me to help you with this subject 
which you were talking about to a colleague of 
----?

A)   me  B)   mine

C)   I   D)   my

  E)   myself

7. After the party, there was hardly ---- left to eat, 
which I think is good; otherwise, we would have 
thrown the leftovers away.

A)   nothing  B)   everything

C)   anything  D)   something else

  E)   some other 

8. As there is not enough funding, the scientists 
in this lab often use ---- equipment, which slows 
the process of the experiment.

A)   theirs  B)   themselves

C)   its  D)   each other

  E)   one another’s

9. I like to be independent and don’t do what 
other people say. I know ---- family would be a 
lot happier if I listened to ---- and we wouldn’t 
disagree much.

A)   mine / them

B)   me / themselves

C)   my own / themselves

D)   my / them

E)   by myself / theirs

10. Everyone has the right to own things or share 
them. ---- should take ---- things from us without 
a good reason. Laws must protect us against 
injustice.

A)   Nobody / our  B)   Someone / ours

C)   Anyone / us  D)   No one / ours

  E)   Someone / our
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11. The Australian Rugby League ---- in 1908 with 
only a few teams but over the years more teams 
---- to promote the game.

A)   was being originated / are introduced

B)   has originated / were introduced

C)   had been originated / introduced

D)   was originated / will introduce 

E)   originated / have been introduced

12. The Iditarod, a dogsled race that ---- place in 
Alaska every year, ---- from Anchorage to Nome 
over 1,000 miles of icy, snow-covered ground.

A)   took / is stretched 

B)   is taking / had stretched

C)   takes / stretches 

D)   has taken / was stretched

E)   was taken / stretched 

13. The differences in the heights of plants in 
each ecosystem ---- the variety and type of 
animal living there but until now no one ---- the 
differences in plant height around the world. 

A)   affect / has quantifi ed

B)   have affected / quantifi es

C)   are affecting / will be quantifying

D)   were affected / has been quantifi ed

E)   affected / quantifi ed

14. Many young Algerians are frustrated by a lack of 
economic opportunity and by what they perceive 
as the corruption of an elite that ---- the country 
since it ---- independence from France.

A)   governed / gained

B)   had governed / had gained

C)   has governed / gained

D)   governs / gains

E)   governed / had gained

15. Archaeologists ---- a group of water wells in 
western Cyprus that ---- to be among the oldest 
in the world.

A)   fi nd / believe

B)   are found / have been believed

C)   found / believed

D)   were found / were believed

E)   have found / are believed

16.  Several people ---- after a huge fi re ---- a tower 
block in west London last Tuesday, which upset 
many people deeply.

A)   had died / destroyed

B)   have died / was destroyed

C)   were died / had destroyed

D)   died / destroyed

E)   were dying / have destroyed

 

 

17.  The fountain of youth is something humans 
---- for since the beginning of time, and it ---- the 
driver of much of the beauty industry.

A)   had been searching / was

B)   have searched / had been

C)   are searching / has been

D)   had searched / will be

E)   have been searching / is

18.  The United States ---- British-style Offi cial 
Secrets Act; instead, several laws ---- classifi ed 
information, which accelerates the process of 
cases.

A)   hasn’t had / had protected

B)   hadn’t had / will protect

C)   doesn’t have / protect

D)   didn’t have / protect

E)   won’t have / have protected

19. Some politicians think that by the time the 
totalitarian regime is gone, the damage ----, and 
it ---- a long time to get back to where people are 
today.

A)   had been done / is going to take

B)   will have done / had taken

C)   will have been done / will take

D)   is being done / will have taken

E)   has been done / has taken

20.  By the time of the concert, she ---- the piano for 
several months, and she ---- much better. I am 
sure she will do her best.

A)   has been practising / had been

B)   will have been practising / will be

C)   is practising / will have been

D)   had practised / has been

E)   will have practised / is
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Modals3
1. - 20. sorularda, verilen tümcede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Spain ---- to have the highest proportion of 
immigrants of any EU country but with the rising 
unemployment, immigrants are now among the 
fi rst who ---- their jobs.

A)   may be said / may have been lost

B)   can be said / might lose

C)   could say / can be lost

D)   should be saying / are supposed to lose

E)   must be said / could have been lost

2. Indian defence scientists say if studies prove 
them right, one of the world’s hottest chilli 
powders ---- to control rioters.

A)   had to be used           B)   could use

C)   were able to use           D)   can be used

  E)   would have been used

3. My parents would rather I ---- to be a judge but 
I am now quite happy to have become a lawyer 
instead.

A)   had chosen           B)   am going to choose

C)   have chosen           D)   choose

  E)   chose

4. Delhi ---- a magnifi cent cathedral a few decades 
ago but now all you ---- in its place is ruins. A 
restoration activity should be launched.

A)   was used to having / could see

B)   used to have / can see

C)   would have / were able to be seen

D)   was able to have / should see

E)   could have / were to see

5. Farah Fawcett and actor Ryan O’Neal ---- 
married, but the pair ---- the chance to exchange 
vows as they died one after the other. 

A)   were going to get / had got

B)   would get / haven’t been able to get

C)   should be getting / shouldn’t get

D)   could have got / mustn’t get

E)   may have got / wouldn’t have got

6. According to experts, reusing plastic bottles 
---- more harm than good due to toxic chemicals 
that ---- a host of serious health problems.

A)   could be done / may cause

B)   is to do / could have been caused

C)   may do / can cause

D)   must do / should be caused

E)   can be done / might have caused

7. You ---- to Peter in person and ---- your ideas 
directly, but instead, you talked behind him to 
others.

A)   must talk / have explained

B)   should have talked / explained

C)   could have talked / explaining

D)   may have talked / were explaining

E)   had better be talked / explain

8. Once vitamins ----, they ---- long before to the 
point where they’re not very potent.

A)   have been expired / may decompose

B)   expired / can decompose

C)   should have expired / would have decomposed

D)   expire / may have decomposed

E)   can expire / decomposed

9. Being a good swimmer with a few medals, Jason 
---- the lady out of death carrying her through the 
big waves.

A)   was to save

B)   must have been saved

C)   might have been saved

D)   was able to save

E)   would save

10. Don’t worry; your sister ---- home on something 
urgent related to work, or else, she ---- your 
phone calls.

A)   may leave / could have answered

B)   must have left / would have answered

C)   had to leave / will answer

D)   could leave / should have answered

E)   was to leave / may have answered
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11. Rhea, the second largest moon of Saturn, ---- in 
1672 by Giovanni Domenico Cassini, who ---- it 
after the Titan Rhea of Greek Mythology, “the 
mother of the gods”. 

A)   was discovered / named 

B)   discovered / was named

C)   had discovered / had named

D)   was going to be discovered / has been named

E)   had been discovered / names

12. The week-long Battle of Dublin ---- with an assault 
by the Irish Free State’s National Army, which ---- 
by the Anti-Treaty Irish Republicans. 

A)   has begun / has occupied

B)   had begun / occupied

C)   began / was occupying

D)   had been beginning / has been occupied

E)   began / had been occupied

13. In 1956, Workers ---- better conditions held 
massive protests in Poland, but ---- violently 
by the following day with 400 tanks and 10,000 
soldiers.

A)   demanded / repressed

B)   demanding / were repressed

C)   had demanded / have been repressed

D)   having demanded / being repressed

E)   to have demanded / were repressing

14. Many people think everybody ---- one way or 
another by the music of Michael Jackson, so, for 
sure, he ---- even after so many years.

A)   has been touched / won’t be forgotten

B)   touched / hasn’t forgotten

C)   was touching / isn’t forgotten

D)   was touched / hadn’t forgotten

E)   had touched / didn’t forget

15. It ---- that at least a million Americans ---- swine 
fl u, with 127 deaths, but fortunately, many cases 
are mild.

A)   has estimated / had

B)   estimates / are having

C)   is estimated / have had

D)   was estimated / have

E)   has been estimated / had had

16.  The plans for the new contract ---- up right now, 
and the terms of the contract ---- by the end of the 
month.

A)   are being drawn / will have been determined

B)   are drawing / are being determined

C)   have been drawn / were determined

D)   will be drawn / have determined

E)   are being drawn / will have determined

17. More than 30,000 new computers ---- every day 
at our plant in China, and then they ---- to several 
countries worldwide.

A)   have produced / were exported

B)   produced / had been exported

C)   had been produced / are exported

D)   were being produced / had exported

E)   are produced / are exported

18.  Charlie’s parents ---- a last minute hope for their 
desperately ill son after doctors said his life 
support ---- until next week.

A)   were given / had to extend

B)   are being given / was to be extended

C)   have given / had been extended

D)   have been given / should be extended

E)   will be given / was being extended

19. It is almost certain that the piece ---- by the 
famous artist; however, historians ---- diffi culty in 
determining when.

A)   had painted / had

B)   was painted / have

C)   has painted / have

D)   will be painted / are had

E)   painted / will have had

20.  When we ---- at the movie theatre yesterday, the 
fi lm ----. We had to change our plans and go 
somewhere else.

A)   were arrived / had cancelled

B)   are arriving / was cancelled

C)   arrived / had been cancelled

D)   will arrive / is cancelling

E)   have arrived / has been cancelled


